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Purpose of this tool

This is a data collection tool developed for the research project *Promoting Safe Child Faeces Management in Solomon Islands* led by the International WaterCentre in partnership with the Solomon Islands National University and the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine; and funded by the Australian government, under the Water for Women Fund.

The tool comprises a set of picture cards to be used during focus groups discussions with participants. The illustration represent different situations and scenarios related to daily activities and child faeces management in rural Solomon Islands.

These illustrations were drawn by Solomon Islands artists and were used during formative research data collection activities in rural communities.

The picture cards are arranged in three sections: (i) daily routine activities, (ii) child faeces management practices, and (iii) pictures depicting motives and emotions.

If you would like to use these illustrations, please get in touch with us (contact details at the end of this document) and credit them as:

*International WaterCentre, 2020*
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Daily routine activities
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Man feeding child
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Group of women relaxing together
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Group of men relaxing together
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Man washing clothes
Man cooking
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Man collecting water
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Men participating in community clean-up activities
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Man working on the house
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Woman caring for family member
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Child faeces management practices
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Child defecating on the ground, in yard outside the house.
Child defecating on the ground, in front of father, mother and sibling.
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Disposing of child faeces into the sea
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Disposing of child faeces with household rubbish (woman)
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Disposing of child faeces into the river
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Disposing of child faeces into the bush
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Burying child faeces
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Disposing of child faeces into the latrine (woman)
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Disposing of child faeces into the latrine (man)
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Woman washing hands with soap
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Man washing hands with soap
Motive and emotion illustrations
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Loving mother with child – Nurture
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Man and woman in love – Love
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Woman expressing disgust of faeces – *Disgust*
Man expressing disgust of faeces – Disgust
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Community members all cleaning faeces from their yards – Norm
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Woman happy with her clean and tidy yard – Happy
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Man happy with his clean and tidy yard – Happy
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Householder proud of clean yard when visitors come around the house – Pride
Householders embarrassed of dirty yard when visitors come around the house –  
Embarrassment
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**Full research title:** Promoting safe child faeces management: behaviour change interventions that leverage local ways-of-knowing and address inequitable WASH gender norms in Solomon Islands

Contact details:

- Rosie Sanderson – r.sanderson@griffith.edu.au
- Visit our [website](http://watercentre.org)